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Abstract 38 
A major challenge in mass spectrometry and other large-scale applications is how to 39 
handle, integrate, and model the data that is produced. Given the speed at which 40 
technology advances and the need to keep pace with biological experiments, we designed 41 
a computational platform, CoreFlow, which provides programmers with a framework to 42 
manage data in real-time.  It allows users to upload data into a relational database 43 
(MySQL), and to create custom scripts in high-level languages such as R, Python, or Perl 44 
for processing, correcting and modeling this data.  CoreFlow organizes these scripts into 45 
project-specific pipelines, tracks interdependencies between related tasks, and enables 46 
the generation of summary reports as well as publication-quality images.  As a result, the 47 
gap between experimental and computational components of a typical large-scale biology 48 
project is reduced, decreasing the time between data generation, analysis and manuscript 49 
writing.  CoreFlow is being released to the scientific community as an open-sourced 50 
software package complete with proteomics-specific examples, which include corrections 51 
for incomplete isotopic labeling of peptides (SILAC) or arginine-to-proline conversion, and 52 
modeling of multiple/selected reaction monitoring (MRM/SRM) results.  53 
 54 
Significance 55 
CoreFlow was purposely designed as an environment for programmers to rapidly perform 56 
data analysis.  These analyses are assembled into project-specific workflows that are 57 
readily shared with biologists to guide the next stages of experimentation. Its simple yet 58 
powerful interface provides a structure where scripts can be written and tested virtually 59 
simultaneously to shorten the life cycle of code development for a particular task. The 60 
scripts are exposed at every step so that a user can quickly see the relationships between 61 
the data, the assumptions that have been made, and the manipulations that have been 62 
performed. Since the scripts use commonly available programming languages, they can 63 
easily be transferred to and from other computational environments for debugging or faster 64 
processing. This focus on ‘on the fly’ analysis sets CoreFlow apart from other workflow 65 
applications that require wrapping of scripts into particular formats and development of 66 
specific user interfaces. Importantly, current and future releases of data analysis scripts in 67 
CoreFlow format will be of widespread benefit to the proteomics community, not only for 68 
uptake and use in individual labs, but to enable full scrutiny of all analysis steps, thus 69 
increasing experimental reproducibility and decreasing errors.   70 



Mass spectrometry is a computationally intense experimental procedure.  A wide variety of 71 
software applications have been developed to facilitate analysis, including search engines 72 
that interpret the spectra[1-4], databases that hold raw and processed results[5-7], and 73 
sophisticated algorithms that calculate statistical significance[8-10]. Even with the 74 
availability of all these programs, the ever changing nature of research often requires 75 
scientists to develop their own scripts to handle a specific analysis and, to integrate mass 76 
spectrometry data with other experimental data. To address this need, we have built a 77 
software application, CoreFlow, which provides an organized framework for programmers 78 
to rapidly perform, document and share data analysis steps.  79 
 80 
CoreFlow is designed to manage all data manipulation steps within a project (Fig. 1A). It is 81 
divided into two main sections: database management and analysis (Fig. 1B). The 82 
database management section is used for loading, storing and handling of experimental 83 
data in a highly efficient yet flexible manner (Supplementary Figs. 1-5). Here, one can 84 
perform basic database operations such as creating new tables, modifying existing ones, 85 
adding key indexes, and filtering, joining or aggregating data. The analysis section 86 
assembles and then tracks computational pipelines using a hierarchical organization of 87 
owners, projects, threads and tasks (Supplementary Fig. 6); a thread represents a 88 
particular analysis (e.g. Multiple Reaction Monitoring) and, within each thread, a task holds 89 
the code for a specific function (e.g., normalization to bait). These pipelines provide a 90 
permanent record of all the computational work performed inside each specific project.  91 
The standardized format reveals the complete data analysis pipeline to all users, thereby 92 
promoting sharing of data, scripts, and results.  Within a pipeline, newer tasks are often 93 
built using information extracted from previous tasks via application programming interface 94 
(API) calls. These calls allow access to a library of data processing scripts for common 95 
functions such as data quality checks and normalization, enable re-use of code for data 96 
extraction from tables, and provide the ability to obtain content from attachments linked to 97 
tasks (Supplementary Fig. 7). To help track task interdependencies, we created a built-in 98 
data provenance feature that identifies these calls (Supplementary Fig. 8). Similarly, data 99 
within a task is often extracted from multiple database tables, and CoreFlow maps the 100 
relationships between the original tables and the resulting temporary and final tables 101 
(Supplementary Fig. 9).  At task completion, a detailed analysis report can be generated 102 
that includes the task description, code, results and data provenance features 103 
(Supplementary Text). 104 
 105 
New tasks within a thread can easily be added using the blank template provided or by 106 
duplicating and editing an existing task. If an existing task is copied, the user only needs to 107 
change the parameters of any API calls (in particular, the unique task identifier) and 108 
update table names in the SQL scripts. Each task includes administrative features for 109 
version tracking, quality control, priority setting, and file attachment (Supplementary Fig. 110 
10). Icons can be added to the task label to serve as visual cues to the task’s purpose. 111 
Three integrated playgrounds (similar to Google Code Playgrounds) accelerate analysis by 112 
allowing for a rapid cycle of script development and testing. The first playground with an 113 
embedded Wiki page enables the addition of meta information about the analysis and its 114 
purpose, assumptions and caveats (Supplementary Fig. 11). It can also be used to 115 
indicate where and how certain parameters can be changed in the code (e.g., cutoff 116 
values, number of data points to be included). This is important, as CoreFlow is designed 117 
for rapid analysis and programming where developing user-specific interfaces for each 118 
task to accommodate parameter entries is not desirable as it would slow the pace of 119 
analysis. A second playground allows for complex database queries that pre-process 120 
different data types and sources. The final processing occurs in the third playground 121 
where users write scripts in various programming languages to handle the data. These 122 



scripts can be readily transferred, without any changes, either to a local programming 123 
environment for debugging or a high performance system for speed. They may vary in 124 
terms of their complexity and level of abstraction, from bioinformatics analysis in Python or 125 
Perl to more detailed statistical analysis in R. For each of these programming languages, 126 
CoreFlow allows the import and use of their specific libraries and packages as well as 127 
creation of new libraries. This permits, for example, large string processing or manipulation 128 
and transformation of sequences (e.g., in silico digestion of proteins into peptides) using 129 
BioPython or BioPerl. Libraries in R can also be employed for statistical analysis, data 130 
visualization, and immediate rendering of images in SVG, PDF or other graphic formats for 131 
inclusion in manuscripts. Results can be exported in compatible formats for visualization or 132 
modeling tools such as Cytoscape[11] or DataRail[12].  133 
 134 
Due to its flexibility, CoreFlow can be applied to practically any type of data analysis. Our 135 
labs have used it in over fifty very diverse projects that include large-scale mass 136 
spectrometry, RNAi, next-generation sequencing, imaging and animal models[13-16]. We 137 
typically use it in conjunction with complementary tools targeted to a particular 138 
experimental application (e.g., MaxQuant[4] and Proteome Discoverer (ThermoScientific) 139 
for mass spectrometry quantitation). We quickly move data (in XML, flat or binary file 140 
formats) from such applications to the CoreFlow database where we extract relevant data 141 
and model it (Fig. 1a, 2, Supplementary Fig. 12). In a recent paper involving MRM[16], 142 
CoreFlow was used to normalize all samples within a time course to the bait, examine 143 
reproducibility between samples, and cluster proteins with similar profiles (Fig. 2). It has 144 
helped identify systematic errors that are often introduced in experiments and to correct 145 
them computationally, leading to cleaner data and improving the accuracy of results. For 146 
example, we have estimated and corrected labeling incorporation deficiencies and 147 
arginine-to-proline conversions that affect mass spectrometry measurements when using 148 
Stable Isotope Labeling by Amino acids in Cell culture (SILAC) (Fig. 3, Supplementary 149 
Fig. 13, Supplementary Text).  150 
 151 
CoreFlow implements a client-server architecture, supported by the Apache web server on 152 
the Linux operating system, with a web interface written in PHP and Perl, and an 153 
underlying MySQL database. This implementation provides the advantages of centralized 154 
access, resource distribution, back-up capabilities, and easy upgrading. It can be deployed 155 
on a local computer, an application server, or even on high-performance computing 156 
systems to improve speed. The work-load can be distributed across larger computational 157 
infrastructures through parallelisation of R jobs and other scripts. Any size limits on data 158 
are imposed only by the operating environment (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP) and not by 159 
CoreFlow itself. Issues of browser timeouts are avoided by forking long tasks into child 160 
processes that maintain communication with the browser. 161 
 162 
CoreFlow is now being released as an open-source application to assist other research 163 
scientists in managing complex data, correcting systematic errors, assessing the quality of 164 
measurements, finding hidden patterns in experimental data, and ultimately, in modeling 165 
biological systems. The source code, database archive, documentation and demonstration 166 
are available at http://coreflow.mshri.on.ca, as is a link to a GitHub repository for code 167 
sharing and to a Google group for online discussions and assistance. The standard 168 
installation package and the on-line public version include a number of small and well-169 
documented scripts (see Supplementary Table 1 for a list of scripts) outlining the 170 
workflow process. If desired, CoreFlow can be downloaded to run in a VirtualBox Linux 171 
environment. 172 
 173 



We anticipate that CoreFlow will become a valuable resource for researchers who require 174 
a streamlined, flexible framework for analyzing and sharing biological data. Moving 175 
forward, we plan to release all code related to our publications in this format and we 176 
encourage other potential users to share their workflows too. By promoting the public 177 
release of code, CoreFlow can help eliminate the ‘black box’ issue[17-19] of unpublished 178 
code and reduce the use of unsuitable software[20] in publications. In this manner, we 179 
expect that the content of CoreFlow will become as valuable as the software itself. 180 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 202 
 203 
Figure 1. The CoreFlow pipeline. (A) CoreFlow is designed to integrate different types of 204 
experimental input data as well as computational scripts and database functionalities in 205 
order to correct and analyze data before publication-quality figures are produced. (B) From 206 
the main menu, a user can read CoreFlow’s documentation, deploy the different database 207 
functionalities (create, browse or query database tables as well as import data from files 208 
using the ‘file to DB function’) or access analytical pipelines. Within the Analysis module, a 209 
project-specific pipeline is created as data inputs and analytic output expand with research 210 
progress.  211 
 212 
Figure 2. Multiple Reaction Monitoring (MRM) thread. (A) Example of an MRM thread 213 
in CoreFlow. Extracted ion chromatogram (XIC) values were loaded into a database table 214 
using the ‘file to DB’ function. A new thread for MRM was created and populated with the 215 
indicated analysis tasks. Output from two of these tasks is shown in B and C. (B) 216 
Normalization of samples based on the signal of bait Shc1. Shc1 was immunoprecipitated 217 
from Rat-2 cells following a time course of epidermal growth factor (EGF) stimulation. For 218 
illustrative purposes, the samples are displayed by their sample number. Shc1 and 219 
interacting partners were quantified by MRM. A simple R linear model was used to 220 
compensate for variation between samples by adjusting Shc1 XIC levels to similar 221 
intensities. Transitions from Shc1 peptides are shown before (top panel) and after (bottom 222 
panel) normalization. Within a sample, all other proteins were then normalized to Shc1. (C) 223 
Temporal profiles of selected Shc1-interacting proteins. Once the data was normalized to 224 
Shc1, unsupervised clustering was applied to classify interacting partners of Shc1 225 



according to their binding profiles. The clustering separated proteins into several groups of 226 
which three are shown. For this analysis, the maximal signal intensity for each protein 227 
during the time course was set at 100%. Group 1 proteins: PI3K-p110a, PI3K-p85a, PI3K-228 
p85b, Lrrk1, FAM59A and ArhGEF5. Group 2 proteins: Dab2IP, Sgk269, PPP1ca, 229 
PPP1cg, ASAP1, ASAP2, Sgk223. Group 3 proteins: PTPN12, SHIP2, AP2s1, AP2a2. 230 
Trend smoothing was applied by using the spline function in R to identify the average 231 
trend (grey shaded line).  Complete details of the Shc1 study are provided in [16]. 232 
 233 
Figure 3. Computational correction of SILAC inaccuracies using CoreFlow. (A) 234 
Incomplete labeling (centre) and arginine-to-proline conversion (right) are two phenomena 235 
that can make SILAC ratios inaccurate and far from their true ideal values (left). (B) 236 
Incomplete labeling deviates the measured ratio from the true ratio in a manner that is 237 
non-linearly correlated with the SILAC incorporation percentage. For severely unlabeled 238 
samples (e.g. 0.9 incorporation), it becomes impossible to measure ratios that are above a 239 
threshold. (C) Arginine-to-proline conversion is, unsurprisingly, dependent on the number 240 
of prolines in the MS peptide; peptides with more prolines are more prone to wrong 241 
measurements. (D) After assessing labeling deficiency and arginine-to-proline conversion 242 
rates in the sample of interest (please refer to the Supplementary Text for further details), 243 
the measured ratios can be corrected using the formula provided. (E) By using this 244 
formula, measured SILAC ratios affected by both labeling and arginine-to-proline 245 
conversion inaccuracies can be converted to correct ratios that match unaffected samples. 246 
 247 
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Supplementary Table 1. List of currently available data analysis scripts on the CoreFlow website 
 
Owner & Project Short description 
Common Tasks and 
Examples of Scripts 
   Examples of Different 
Script Types Available 

Examples of how to process SQL queries and run R (on SILAC 
data), Python (generate DNA complement and reverse), and 
Perl scripts (perform trypsin ‘in-silico’ digestion of protein 
sequences) 

 
   For New Tasks 

Empty task to enable new task creation, and an example of a 
script to generate analysis summary reports written in R and 
markdown language 

 
   Libraries for Common 
Functions 

Library of R functions for assessing data quality (e.g., 
reproducibility, distribution of scores, intensities) 
Examples of tasks that include and execute the above functions 
from the library using API calls. 

Mass Spectrometry 
  Protein Sequence 
processing 

Trypsin digest of proteins ‘in silico’ but limited to sequences 
around defined mutation sites 

 
  SILAC experiments 

Pre-processing MS SILAC data from MaxQuant, modeling and 
estimating labeling efficiency (either from reversed labels or from 
different number of passages); modeling and estimating Arg to 
Pro conversion 

 
  Simulations 

Modeling binding and release of peptides during liquid 
chromatography 

Systems Biology 
  Networks 

Obtaining optimal paths in a network of proteins – examples of 
preparing code and extracting results from a HPC cluster (Sun 
Grid Engine) 

Vanderlaan et al. 
  Mouse Shc1 k-down 

A non-linear statistical model for myocytes function. 
Plots the robustness of the fitting of splines (or exponentials) by 
bootstrap (using only 80% of the data at random) 

Zheng et al. 
  Multiple Reaction 
Monitoring 

Normalization of data using linear models;  
Plots the common protein dynamic trends obtained by Local 
Polynomial Regression Fitting (loess) 

 
 



RACHEL_SHC1 _MYO_ALL_DATA            

T able structure (click on the name of a Field to obtain distribution of the values):
 Field Type Collation Null Key Extra Privileges Comment

1 Data_Set varchar(50) latin1_swedish_ci YES select,insert,update identifier of the batch of measurements
2 Condition varchar(50) latin1_swedish_ci YES select,insert,update if control or Shc1 mutant
3 sarcomere length float YES select,insert,update measured in mm
4 passive tension float YES select,insert,update measured in units of tension/force
5 systolic tension float YES select,insert,update
6 developed tension float YES select,insert,update
7 Individ varchar(50) latin1_swedish_ci YES select,insert,update mouse id

T able content:

 #  
Data_Set Condition sarcomere length passive tension systolic tension developed tension Individ

1 Feb 2010 Control 1.91 -0.209366 2.58953 2.7989 201
2 Feb 2010 Control 1.92 0.241322 3.17355 2.93223 201
3 Feb 2010 Control 1.95 0.374656 3.1405 2.76584 201
4 Feb 2010 Control 1.98 0.0710744 3.89532 3.82424 201
5 Feb 2010 Control 1.99 0.264463 4.84298 4.57851 201

Database:
 T ables:

 Table Name Rows

2 EXAMPLE_MAXQUANT_EVIDENCE 165430
3 MB_ANALYSIS_AUTHOR 7
4 MB_CORE_FLOW_WIKI_NOTE 1
5 MB_CUSTOM_ANALYSIS 14
6 MB_CUSTOM_ANALYSIS_RESULT 12
7 MB_CUSTOM_ANALYSIS_STEP_IMPORTANCE 3
8 MB_ICON 13
9 MB_PROJECT_OWNER 9
10 MB_USER_EDITABLE_TABLE 4
11 RACHEL_SHC1_MYO_ALL_DATA 624
12 TEST_TABLE 28
13 TEST_TABLE_FASTA_HUMAN_SH2 718

R AC HE L _SHC 1 _M Y O_AL L _DAT A
C ondition distinct values

 Column_Values Counts

1 Control 335
2 Mutant 289

 Download Table Content (MySQL format)

Replace Table Content (MySQL format)
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Excel to DB
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Supplementary Figure 1. Database Browsing.  The tables in the database can be browsed by 
selecting the ‘Browse DB’ icon in the home menu of CoreFlow.  A list of database tables is then gener-
ated.  Tables are kept in the ‘TestLab_cf’ database partition by default.  Clicking on a particular table 
will provide detailed information on the table structure and content.  The number of counts for each 
field value can be obtained by clicking on the row of interest in the table structure.  Icons within these 
web pages provide additional functions as noted.

Show Table Create Statement

MySQL dump of all tables

Download tab-separated file

Tes tLab_cf  
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Simple copy/paste between excel and a database table
Select one of the tables from the list below:

C ontent to be stored into the destination (paste directly from E xcel):   

Data_Set C ondition s arcomere length pas s ive tens ion s ys tolic tens ion developed tens ion Individ
1 0 - Feb C ontrol 1 . 9 1  - 0 . 2 0 9 3 6 6  2 . 5 8 9 5 3  2 . 7 9 8 9  2 0 3
1 0 - Feb C ontrol 1 . 9 2  0 . 2 4 1 3 2 2  3 . 1 7 3 5 5  2 . 9 3 2 2 3  2 0 4
1 0 - Feb C ontrol 1 . 9 5  0 . 3 7 4 6 5 6  3 . 1 4 0 5  2 . 7 6 5 8 4  2 0 1
1 0 - Feb C ontrol 1 . 9 8  0 . 0 7 1 0 7 4 4  3 . 8 9 5 3 2  3 . 8 2 4 2 4  2 0 1
1 0 - Feb C ontrol 1 . 9 9  0 . 2 6 4 4 6 3  4 . 8 4 2 9 8  4 . 5 7 8 5 1  2 0 1
1 0 - Feb C ontrol 2 . 0 2  0 . 3 5 5 3 7 2  5 . 1 2 3 9 7  4 . 7 6 8 6  2 0 1
1 0 - Feb C ontrol 2 . 0 6  0 . 1 2 5 0 6 9  6 . 4 4 6 2 8  6 . 3 2 1 2 1  2 0 1
1 0 - Feb C ontrol 2 . 0 7  0 . 0 9 5 3 1 6 8  7 . 1 0 7 4 4  7 . 0 1 2 1 2  2 0 1
1 0 - Feb C ontrol 2 . 0 8  0 . 4 7 9 3 3 9  7 . 4 9 3 1 1  7 . 0 1 3 7 7  2 0 1

Ex clude firs t row during import (treat as  header) Replace table content with above data

s how a ` create table`  from Header

 # Data_Set Condition sarcomere length passive tension systolic tension developed tension Individ

1 10-Feb Control 1.91 -0.209366 2.58953 2.7989 203
2 10-Feb Control 1.92 0.241322 3.17355 2.93223 204
3 10-Feb Control 1.95 0.374656

3.1405 2.76584 201

4 10-Feb Control 1.98 0.0710744
3.89532 3.82424 201

5 10-Feb Control 1.99 0.264463
4.84298 4.57851 201

6 10-Feb Control 2.02 0.355372
5.12397 4.7686 201

7 10-Feb Control 2.06 0.125069
6.44628 6.32121 201

8 10-Feb Control 2.07 0.0953168
7.10744 7.01212 201

9 10-Feb Control 2.08 0.479339
7.49311 7.01377 201

C urrently selected destination table content (TestLab_cf. TEST_TABLE):

   

Tab

Supplementary Figure 2. Excel to DB.  Data can be entered directly into a database table 
using the ‘Excel to DB’ function.  A user selects the table into which they wish to add data   (if 
the table is not listed, the user can select the ‘MB_USER_EDITABLE_TABLE’ and add the 
table name to the list).  Content can then be pasted into the designated window.  The number 
of columns pasted must match the number of fields for the table. A user then selects whether 
to treat the first row as header (i.e., exclude it) before clicking on the ‘replace table content 
with above data’ to insert the new data into the table.  Clicking on the ‘tab’ icon and copying 
will place a tab on the clipboard that can be pasted into the window if needed.   As a shortcut 
to new table creation, we often use the ‘show a ’create table’ from header’ function.  Here, a 
simple SQL query is automatically generated to create a table with the header information as 
fields in the new table .  A user can enter a new table name to replace the “MY_TABLE” in 
the query.   Selecting the ‘Prepare to run new table creation’ button will transfer this query 
directly into the code editor for MySQL (see Supplementary Fig. 4).  

Tes tLab_cf.TE S T_TAB LE

1/1

201

1 201

2 201

7 201

7 201.12

inding Lab          B es t v iewed in C hrome

 

new table: NE W _T AB L E _NAME  Set table name  

   
s e t  @my _ t a bl e =" MY_ T ABL E " ;
us e  T e s t L a b_ c f ;
dr op t a bl e  i f  e x i s t s  ` MY_ T ABL E ` ;
c r e a t e  t a bl e  ` MY_ T ABL E ` (
  ` Da t a _ S e t `  v a r c ha r ( 18)  
 , ` Condi t i on`  v a r c ha r ( 21)  
 , ` s a r c ome r e  l e ngt h`  f l oa t  
 , ` pa s s i v e  t e ns i on`  f l oa t  
 , ` s y s t ol i c  t e ns i on`  f l oa t  
 , ` de v e l ope d t e ns i o n `  f l oa t  
 , ` I ndiv i d`  f l oa t  

) ;

de l e t e  f r om MB_ US E R_ E DI T ABL E _ T ABL E  
whe r e  ` Da t a ba s e ` =" T e s t L a b_ c f "  
      a nd T a bl e _ Na me =@my _ t a bl e ;

i ns e r t  i nt o MB_ US E R_ E DI T ABL E _ T ABL E  
v a l ue s ( " T e s t L a b_ c f " , @my _ t a bl e , " ne w 
pl a y gr ound t a bl e " , now( ) )

P re pa re  to run ne w  ta ble  cre a tion
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Icons

  

Supplementary Figure 3. File to DB.  Files can be directly imported into a database table 
using this option.  Currently, tab-separated and FASTA files can be uploaded.  The uploaded 
data can either replace the current content or be appended to the end. Example files can be 
downloaded by selecting the icon beside the ‘choose file’ option.  Other file formats can be 
added by updating the code in the load_DB_table.php function of CoreFlow.   

Load a tab separ ated values 
file to a table

Upload to des tination table

select destination table: T E S T _T AB L E

select source tab separated values (tsv)
file: 

or absolute file path on CoreFlow server:

N o f ile c hos enC hoos e F ile   

T reat first row as header? ignore f irs t row (H eader)

Append to c urrent c ontent

Load a FAS T A 
file to a table having two columns
only 

Upload to des tination table

select destination table: T E S T _T AB L E _F AS T A_HUMAN_S H2

select source FA ST A  file N o f ile c hos enC hoos e F ile  

Append to c urrent c ontent
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       sqlDelim: ;  ;=char(59)   Run    Download res ult

10 pt S QL

Pos ition: Ln 12, C h 1 T otal: Ln 31, C h 877

set @minScore=42;  -- set minimal Score parameter 
                               -- (we want to ignore peptides identified with low confidence)

select                  -- the columns that will be displayed
   `Experiment`
  ,`Modified sequence`
  ,round(avg(log(2,`Ratio H/L`)),2) as `Avg log2(Heavy/Light)`  -- we need the average log2 H/L ratio
  ,min(`Score`) as `Min Score`
  ,max(`Score`) as `Max Scor e`

from EXAMPLE_MAXQUANT_EVIDENCE
where `Score`>=@minScore                    -- only peptides with high confidence identification score  
   and locate('(ph)',`Modified sequence`)>0 -- only peptides with Phosphorylated S,T or Y are of interest
group by          -- aggregation (avg, min, max) is performed on the following fields:
   `Experiment`
  ,`Modified sequence`
  
order by RAND() -- we randomize the order of the results
limit 500       -- we want only the first 500 results  

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

  

 

E ditarea 0.8.2

S hortc uts :
T ab:  add tabulation to text
S hift+T ab:  remove tabulation to text
C trl+f:  s earch next / open s earch area
C trl+r:  replace / open s earch area
C trl+h:  toggle s yntax highlight on/off
C trl+g:  go to line
C trl+z :  undo
C trl+y:  redo
C trl+e:  about
C trl+q,  E s c:  c los e popup
Acces s key E :  T oggle editor

Notice:  s yntax highlight function is  only for s mall text 
© C hris tophe Dolivet 2007-2010

Supplementary Figure 4.  Database Queries.  Direct queries to the database can be 
performed using the ‘DB Query’ option on the home menu.  A code editor (adapted from Edita-
rea - http://www.cdolivet.com/editarea/) framework allows a user to edit SQL commands in a 
syntax-colored manner. The editor is a convenient way to create tables or alter their structure, for 
example by adding keys and indexes to improve performance.  Multiple queries can be chained 
in this area using a delimiter (by default character ; ASCII 59). The query or the set of chained 
queries are executed by pressing the `Run` button. The result is displayed in a separate window, 
in tabular format. In case of syntax errors, a comprehensive message appears in a separate 
window. The result can be downloaded in tab-delimited format to a local computer by pressing 
the ‘Download result’ button. A ‘help book’ icon provides a link to online SQL language syntax 
definitions and examples, and a link to Editarea shortcuts is also provided. More advanced 
functions like table joins, sub-queries and aggregation are best performed using the same editor 
but within the integrated playground embedded in the task.  
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M anage
T as k  Icons

One source of icons or other source. 
New Icon description/name:  
New icon file: No file chos enC hoos e File  Upload . . . .

Supplementary Figure 5.  Icons.  Icons can be added to a task to provide a visual cue to the 
task’s purpose.  Several default icons are provided.  More icons can be added by accessing
 the ‘Icons’ function from the main menu and following the instructions to upload new images. In 
a similar manner, authors’ pictures can be uploaded by first selecting ‘Author Pictures’ from the 
‘Manage’ dropdown menu. In the task details section (see Supplementary Fig. 10), the picture 
will be linked to the author’s name, which together, will clearly identify the author. 

Already stored:
I con_I d File Name Web_Path C omments
22 math_formulas.png math or statistical formulas
21 autofilter.png filter, data pre-process ...
20 fork-knife.png filter, extract, separate, pre-process or other function
19 balance_unbalance.png estimation of efficiency, differences etc...
18 null.gif no icon - simply a spacer
17 file_extension_xls.png xcel file format (tsv)
13 file_extension_pdf.png pdf file format
23 help_48.png help or demo example
24 primary_key.png K ey element
25 plot_chart.png plots from analysis or simulations
29 app_development.png under development
30 my_C harts.png special types of charts
31 3d_modelling.png modelling or simulating
35 ppt.png Power Point (ppt) file
34 database_manipulation.png create, update or manage database tables
36 integrated_docs.png Integrated documentation



FlowC harts

Ma ss S pe ctrome try

V a nde rla a n e t a l.  (P MID:21148430) - C irc  R e s.  2011

Zhe ng e t a l.  (PMID:23846654) - Nature 2013
Dyna mic profile  of the  S hc1 signa ling ne tw ork

Multiple  R e a ction Monitoring

1 950  Normalization to Bait  

2 949  `Prey’ Protein Trends

(Owner)
(Project)

(Thread)

(Task)

Pipeline

Supplementary Figure 6. Hierarchy of Projects within the Analysis Module.   The 
Analysis Module is organized into a flowchart composed of a hierarchy of owners, projects, 
threads and tasks.  Clicking on each heading will expand the sub-folders beneath it.  Icons 
can be attached to a task to provide a clue to the task’s purpose (see Supplementary Fig. 
5).  Clicking on the task title will display the detailed view for that task (see Supplementary 
Fig. 10).  Any attachments associated with the task can be accessed by selecting the icon 
(PDF, excel image etc.) to the left of the task name. To the right of the task name are links 
to directly access scripts as well as graphs for data provenance (Supplementary Fig. 8) 
and database table relationships (Supplementary Fig. 9).  At the top of the page are 
buttons with the indicated functions. 
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Supplementary Figure 7. API-enabled information flow.  CoreFlow facilitates information transfer between and within tasks using 
application programming interface (API) calls.  There are 4 available API call options: runDBscript instructs CoreFlow to process the 
database script within a specified data pre-processing playground (D, see Supplementary Fig. 10 for a description of playgrounds) 
and to return the results; getAttachment extracts the contents of an attachment (usually in tab-delimited or JSON format) linked to a 
particular task; getRscript returns the code stored in the bioinformatics playground (B) of a task; runSQL allows queries or updates 
to be sent to the database directly from the bioinformatics playground.  Examples of these calls are illustrated above.   Within 
CoreFlow implementation A, the bioinformatics playground of Task 1 contains a ‘runDB call’ that executes the script from the data 
pre-processing playground (green solid arrow) in order to generate a result that is attached to the task (black arrow).  Similarly, Task 
2 calls the script within the data pre-processing section (green arrow) of Task 1 and also extracts data from the attached results 
(orange arrow) of Task 1. The bioinformatics playground of Task 2 also accesses the database directly through a ‘runSQL API’ call 
that recognizes an SQL command embedded in the processing code as a string (green dotted arrow, typically a simple query).  API 
calls can also be made to external CoreFlow implementations as long as the URLs are known and the site is accessible.  For 
instance, Task #3 uses data and code from Task #1b of CoreFlow implementation B.  Here, both data extraction (green arrow) and 
processing code (blue arrow, for accessing a library of functions such as quality check, normalization, standard plots etc.) are 
provided by Task #1b. The result of Task #3 is manually stored as an attachment (black arrow) and is also uploaded to the database 
(green dotted arrow) as a new set of tables.  W represents the Wiki analysis summary playground of each task.
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Supplementary Figure 8.  Data Provenance.  During the course of a project, tasks are often 
modified through the addition of new data and/or a new analysis method.  Since tasks are often 
built on top of other tasks, this change has implications not only for the task itself but for any task 
that extracts data from it.  To help track interdependencies betweens tasks, we have developed a 
data provenance feature.  This feature is accessed at the ‘thread’ or ‘task’ level via the chain link 
icon.  In the example on the left, there are 10 tasks within this particular thread, and the connec-
tions between them are indicated by arrows.  To identify connections, CoreFlow identifies API 
(application programming interface) calls to another task in the bioinformatics analysis play-
ground.  In this example, data from task 129 is extracted from 5 places: 111, 133,139,140 and 
158.  The example on the right depicts a thread with many tasks and many connections between 
them.  If the connection is to a task from a different thread, the task is colored red.  Here, tasks 
are labeled by their unique database identifiers. All examples come from the current implementa-
tion of CoreFlow in the Pawson Lab.

Based on Raphael JavaScript Vector 
library and JointJS diagramming library
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Supplementary Figure 9. Database Relationship Graphs.  Any database extractions by a task can 
be viewed in graphical form by clicking the ‘database table relationship’ button on the analysis view.  
CoreFlow identifies any database table names or the creation of temporary tables within the data 
pre-processing playground and creates a graph representation of the relationships as shown.  Tables 
in red are temporary tables created by the script, tables in blue are used by the independent sub-
queries, and the green circle represents the final table returned by the script. If a table is used more 
than once in different sub-queries, then it will appear more than once in a graph.  

DB tables used for data extraction (provenance) for:
 Common Tasks and Examples of Scripts    Examples of Different Script Types Available  

 

Simple Examples of Scripts 
1.2:   Processing from DataBase (`sql` script) directly - cross tabulation



Mas s  Spectrometry  

 SILAC  ex periments  

  _ Arg to Pro convers ion 

       2      Created:2012-12-10     Last Updated:2013-01-17 

Analysis
Author: Pau C reix ell  

Analysis
Short Name: Es timation from ex perimental data;  relative error evaluation

Analysis
Summary 

(wiki) . . . :

 =  Es timate R to P convers ion rate from ex perimental data =  

We have s een from the previous  analys is  s tep how to es timate the arginine to proline convers ion.

data pre
processing 

(SQL)   . . .  

s elect 
   replace(` Modified Sequence` , '_', '') as  ` Sequence`
  , ` Ex periment`
  , if(` Ex periment`  in ("rep3 I", "rep4 I", "rep4 II"),  1 / ` Ratio H/ L` , ` Ratio H/ L` ) as  ` Ratio H/ L`   - -  s ome of 
the s amples  have a revers e labelling
from EXAMPLE_MAXQUANT _EVIDENC E

Bioinformatics
and/or 

Statistical
analysis 
(R, perl,

python...)   
. . .  

Optional: Importance: medium    Prevent SQL run     QC By:     QC Date:     2 0 1 2 - 1 2 - 1 2

Id:929 
 

Delete

Ins ert

Update

Pipeline Hierarchy

Task ID and history

Version Archive

Quality Control

Icon
selection

Code Editor
Integrated playgrounds

Supplementary Figure 10.  Task Details. The details of a task are accessed by clicking on the task’s 
name in the analysis section.  A user can create a new task by selecting the blank template provided in 
the examples or an existing task.  Once the relevant details are added to the task, it can be added to the 
database using the ‘insert’ button.   Tasks can also be updated or deleted.  At the top of the task detail, 
a pipeline hierarchy lists the owner, project and current thread.  A user can enter existing values or add novel 
owners, projects, and/or threads.  A user must assign a numeric identifier to the task, which also serves to 
order the task within the thread. The circle beside the ID reflects the priority of the task, and its colour 
changes depending on the value chosen from the dropdown menu of its importance (bottom of task). If 
an author’s name and picture are in the database (accessible through the ‘Icons’ feature in the database 
section), the author of the analysis can be selected from a drop-down list.  Otherwise, the author’s name 
can be entered directly into the box.  In the centre of the task view are the three integrated playgrounds 
for analysis summary, data pre-processing, and bioinformatics and/or statistical analysis (see Supple-
mentary Fig. 11 for more details). An icon can be selected and assigned to this particular task.  The 
‘Prevent SQL run’ option blocks the SQL script from being re-run.   A person reviewing the code for 
quality control purposes can enter his/her name and date of review.  Once a name is entered, the task can 
no longer be updated.  By clicking on the attachment icon in the Task ID and history section, a user can 
view all attachments linked to the task and add new ones. Any attached file can be accessed by another 
task via a simple API (application programming interface) call.

Current Task

# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #  e s t i ma t i on of  Ar gi ni ne  t o Pr ol i ne  c onv e r s i on r a t e  f r om r e a l  
S I L AC da t a  e x pe r i me nt s
l i br a r y ( ' l a t t i c e E x t r a ' )

c onn. CF <- ' ht t p: / / k i l l a r ne y . ms hr i . on. c a / c gi - bi n/ Cor e F l ow/ a pi _ r unDBs c r i pt . php?
Cus t om_ Ana l y s i s _ I d=929'  #  t hi s  i s  t s k  ( = s t e p)  19
df <- r e a d. de l i m( c onn. CF , he a de r =T RUE , s t r i ngs As F a c t or s =F AL S E )  #  t hi s  i s  a  da t a  

e s t i ma t e . R2P<- f unc t i on( a a =' P' , df =df ) {
  df . c X<- da t a . f r a me ( df ,  c ont a i ns . X=s a ppl y ( df $S e que nc e ,  
f unc t i on( s ) i f ( l e ngt h( gr e p( a a , s ) ) >0)  ' c ont a i ns  X'  e l s e  ' no 
X' ) , s t r i ngs As F a c t or s =F )
  df . c X$s t de v =s a ppl y ( df . c X$E x pe r i me nt , f unc t i on( e )  gs ub( "  
" , ' ' , unl i s t ( s t r s pl i t ( e , ' , ' ) ) [ 1 ] ) )
  df . c X$a l pha =s a ppl y ( df . c X$E x pe r i me nt , f unc t i on( e )  gs ub( "  
" , ' ' , unl i s t ( s t r s pl i t ( e , ' , ' ) ) [ 2 ] ) )
  df . c X$nmb. X=s a ppl y ( df . c X$S e que nc e , f unc t i on( s )  nc ha r ( s ) - nc ha r ( gs ub( a a , ' ' , s ) ) )

  # # #  c ol l e c t  t he  me di a n of  t he  l og r a t i o f or  e a c h e x pe r i me nt  ( c ombi na t i on of  
a l pha  a nd s t de v )
  l og2. H. L . c X    
=t a ppl y ( l og( df . c X$Ra t i o. H. L , 2) , l i s t ( df . c X$E x pe r i me nt , df . c X$nmb. X) ,  
me di a n, na . r m=T )
  
l og2. H. L . c X. c nt =t a ppl y ( l og( df . c X$Ra t i o. H. L , 2) , l i s t ( df . c X$E x pe r i me nt , df . c X$nmb. X)
, f unc t i on( x ) l e ngt h( x [ ! i s . na ( x ) ] ) )

  bui l d. l og2. c X. df  <- f unc t i on( x t a b, x t a b. c nt , a a ) {
    l og2. c X. df <- da t a . f r a me ( s t r i ngs As F a c t or s =F )
    s a ppl y ( r owna me s ( x t a b)
     , f unc t i on( nx )  { x =x t a b[ nx , ]
                  x . c nt =x t a b. c nt [ nx , ]
                    l og2. c X. df <<- r bi nd( l og2. c X. df
                                         , da t a . f r a me ( l og2. r a t i o=x
                                              , l og2. c nt =l og( x . c nt , 2)
                                              , nmb. X=a s . nume r i c ( c ol na me s ( x t a b) )
                                              , a a =a a
                                              , E x pe r i me nt =nx
                                              , s t r i ngs As F a c t or s =F  
                                         )
                                     )
                                                  
                    }
     )
    r e t ur n( l og2. c X. df )  
  }
  l og2. c X. df <- bui l d. l og2. c X. df ( x t a b=l og2. H. L . c X, x t a b. c nt =l og2. H. L . c X. c nt , a a =a a ) ;

    l og2. c X. df <- l og2. c X. df [ l og2. c X. df $nmb. X<=4, ]  # #  v e r y  f e w pe pt i de s  wi t h 
nmb. P>4
    a l pha X=t a ppl y ( l og2. c X. df $ l og2. r a t i o,  l og2. c X. df $E x pe r i me nt
       , f unc t i on( x ) {
         a . 1=c ( ) ;  f or  ( i  i n 2 : l e ngt h( x ) )  a . 1=c ( a . 1 , ( x [ i ] - x [ 1] ) / ( i - 1) )
         1 - 2^me a n( a . 1)

Author dropdown list



Analysis Summary Wiki Playgrounda) Online WIKI syntax

Edit the wiki code in the textarea on the left. Live preview on the right!            based on wikiwym javascript 

Save  Save and Quit  Abandon   

= =  Ex ample of python s cript = =

 #  us es  [http: / / biopython. org/ wik i/ Seq Bio. Seq] and 
Bio. Alphabet pack ages
 #  obtains  the DNA s eque nce of AK T 1  human in fas ta format 
*from Internet*
 #  converts  to s tring s equence
 #  applies  *DNA complement* and *revers e complement*
 #  s aves  the DNA complement and revers e complement in a file 
called *AK T 1 . rev. comp. tx t*
< s pan s tyle= "color: grey"> Pleas e run the s cript and then open 
the x x x . py. out res ulting file us ing a tex t editor. < br/ > < / s pan>

You can attach the res ulting tex t file to the current C oreFlow 
analys is  s tep by click ing on the < img 
s rc= "images / attachment. png" width= "2 0 "/ > icon near the 
res ulting file.

Example of python script

1. uses Bio.Seq and Bio.Alphabet packages
2. obtains the DNA sequence of AKT1

human in fasta format from Internet
3. converts to string sequence
4. applies DNA complement and reverse

complement
5. saves the DNA complement and reverse

complement in a file called
AKT1.rev.comp.txt

Please run the script and then open the
xxx.py.out resulting file using a text editor.
You can attach the resulting text file to the
current CoreFlow analysis step by clicking on
the icon near the resulting file.

Save  Save and Quit  Abandon        Run             based on editArea javascript

10 pt R _s c ript

Pos ition: Ln 7, C h 8 T otal: Ln 21, C h 607

#!/bin/env python
### obtain AKT1 DNA sequence from 
# http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/AF283829&display=fasta&download&filename=AF283829.fasta
import urllib2
target = 'http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/AF283829&display=fasta&download&filename=AF283829.fasta'
response=urllib2.urlopen(target)
fasta = response.read()
my_seq=''.join(fasta.split('\n')[1:])

from Bio.Seq import Seq
from Bio.Alphabet import generic_dna
my_dna =  Seq(my_seq, generic_dna)
print my_dna
print my_dna.complement()
print my_dna.reverse_complement()

fo = open("AKT1.rev.comp.txt", "w+")
fo.write(my_dna.reverse_complement().tostring());
fo.close()

#!/bin/env python
### obtain AKT1 DNA sequence from 
# http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/AF283829&display=fasta&download&filename=AF283829.fasta
import urllib2
target = 'http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/AF283829&display=fasta&download&filename=AF283829.fasta'
response=urllib2.urlopen(target)
fasta = response.read()
my_seq=''.join(fasta.split('\n')[1:])

from Bio.Seq import Seq
from Bio.Alphabet import generic_dna
my_dna =  Seq(my_seq, generic_dna)
print my_dna
print my_dna.complement()
print my_dna.reverse_complement()

fo = open("AKT1.rev.comp.txt", "w+")
fo.write(my_dna.reverse_complement().tostring());
fo.close()

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

r equest:88 customAnalysisI d:934 nmb files:2

934.py.out   A K T 1.rev.comp.txt   

Finished

Supplementary Figure 11.  Integrated Playgrounds.  Top Panel: The purpose of the task is docu-
mented in the Analysis Summary playground in WIKI format (based on Wikiwym 
(http://code.google.com/p/wikiwym/).  Text written in the left panel in WIKI format will be displayed on 
the right panel. Bottom Panel: Both the pre-processing and the bioinformatics analysis playground 
use the same code editor as described in Supplementary Fig. 4.  Shown here, in the bioinformatics 
analysis playground, is a basic python script for finding the reverse complement of a DNA sequence.  
Output from the script is displayed in the results area and can be attached to the task by clicking on 
the ‘attach file’ icon. 



Example Thread - SILAC quantitation

Example Thread - FACS analysis

Binary File

ANALYSIS TASKS OUTPUT

00011110001111....
1. Convert binary �le to text �le

2. Upload text �le to DB & de�ne sample
     and experiment conditions

3.  Separate cell populations using 
     forward and side scatter

4. Separate cell populations based on 2 
     markers

5. Model cell viability results

0

0

DATA INPUT

(B)

Maxquant File:

Seq.      Protein ID
YEDEINKR    ENSP00000252245
EQIKTLNNK  ENSP00000257951
LKELKDQ      ENSP00000346793
...

Tab-separated Text File

DATA INPUT

 
file to DB

DB UPLOAD

1.  Extract relevant attributes

2.1  Model expected incorporation
       e�ciency

2.2  Estimate e�ciency based on 
       reverse label

2.3 Estimate R to P conversion

3. Correct ratios and compute 
    relative error
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5. Aggregate signal per 
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6. Identify statistically signi�cant
    peptides
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�

ANALYSIS TASKS OUTPUT

(A)

Supplementary Figure 12.  Analysis examples.  (A) In this example thread for quantifying mass 
spectrometry results after SILAC was used, the data input file was a tab-separated text file.  The file was 
directly uploaded into the database using the ‘file to DB’ import function.  A series of tasks were created 
to extract the relevant information, correct any systematic errors, and subsequently identify any peptides 
that were statistically significant from the norm. Two example output files generated in R are shown (see 
Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 13 for examples from tasks 2.2 and 2.3).  (B) For this example, the 
input file was a binary file.  In this case, we created a task to convert the format to a text file and then 
used the processing playground within the task to upload the file into the database.  Two example 
outputs generated in R are shown.  Black arrows within the ‘ANALYSIS TASKS’ boxes indicate the 
passage of data between tasks.  Abbreviations: DB - database, SILAC - stable isotope labeling by amino 
acids in cell culture, FACS - fluorescence-activated cell sorting.
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Correcting systematic errors related to SILAC use in Mass Spectrometry (MS) quantitation

 

A common technique used in mass spectrometry to quantify proteins is to introduce isotopically-labeled amino acids into cell culture (referred to as 'SILAC' -
stable isotope labeling of amino acids in cell culture)[1].  In the simplest SILAC experiment, two biological samples are analyzed.  In one sample (typically a
cell line), proteins are isotopically labeled through metabolic incorporation of 'heavy' isotope amino acids and the other sample is left unlabeled.  The cells are
subsequently lysed,  mixed at  a 1:1 ratio,  relevant  proteins are extracted and then digested into peptides that  are analyzed on a high resolution mass
spectrometer.  Peptides originating from these labeled cells will be heavier in mass than their naturally-occurring counterparts and this difference can be
distinguished by the mass spectrometer.  If there is sufficient signal, both versions of the peptides can be identified and quantified.  In principle, this method
allows direct quantitative comparison of specific peptides, their post-translational modifications, and their parent proteins between samples, as ratios can be
calculated from the intensities of the 'light' (unlabeled) and 'heavy' versions of the peptides.

 

In practice, however, several factors affect the inherent accuracy of the method. One major concern in SILAC experiments is incomplete label incorporation,
which leads to peptides originating from the labeled sample being interpreted as part of the unlabeled sample, thereby giving rise to false ratios (Fig 3A).
 Another issue is isotopic arginine-to-proline conversion.  Since most proteins are digested with trypsin prior to mass spectrometry, a common strategy is to
add isotopically-labeled arginine and lysine as the 'heavy' amino acids to ensure that each peptide has a label (since trypsin cuts after R or K).  One issue that
arises from this approach is that cells will convert arginine to proline if available proline is limiting.  If a 'heavy' proline gets incorporated into a peptide, the
mass of that peptide will change and the mass spectrometry search algorithm will not identify it.  Thus, arginine-to-proline conversion also contributes to
inaccurate ratios. Optimization of experimental methods, including growing cells longer in SILAC media,  adding a 'medium'-labeled arginine to the 'light'
sample[2] or adding proline to the culture media[3], has reduced but not eliminated these labeling inaccuracies.  Due to the systematic nature of these errors,
we routinely employ computational approaches to fully correct these labeling issues.

 

As demonstrated in Fig. 3B and C, incomplete labeling and conversion problems severely affect the accuracy of measured ratios, and the effect grows
proportionally with the number of residues affected: the lower the extent of label incorporation, the lower the measured ratios, and similarly, the higher the
number of converted prolines, the lower the measured ratios.  In the case of incomplete labeling (Fig. 3B), this effect is most pronounced for highly modulated
proteins.  While 100% labeling is never achievable, even commonly obtained labeling efficiencies (95-98%) give rise to severely underestimated ratios.  Thus,
where fully accurate ratios are desired, a certain level of correction is always warranted.  Due to the large size of MS datasets and the systematic nature of the
errors, statistical corrections lend themselves to solving these issues very well.  As shown in Fig. 3D, a simple mathematical equation can be applied to the
reported ratios, which, based on the dataset as a whole, can re-adjust the falsely interpreted ratios to their correct counterparts.  By taking into account the
level of arginine-to-proline conversion and the labeling inefficiency of the analyzed sample, corrections can be made, as conceptually shown in Fig. 3E.

 

 To apply the mathematical formula, we must first determine the labeling efficiency (e) and arginine-to-proline conversion rates (RP) in our samples. 

 

The labeling deficiency error function is defined as follows:

 

1)   measured ratio (H/L)  H - (e * H) / (L + (1-e)*L)

where:           H = Heavy peptide intensity

                                    L = Light peptide intensity

                                    e = incorporation %

 

An ideal way to determine the incorporation efficiency is to perform a label-swap experiment as this allows for the comparison of the ratio distributions for both
labeling conditions.  In a label-swap (also known as a reverse-label experiment), sample A is grown in light media for the first replicate and in heavy media for
the second.  The average ratios of these distributions can subsequently be used to correct for labeling inefficiencies (Supplementary Fig. 13A).
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The labeling efficiency is estimated by the median

 

            e = median{(2 + 1/md + 1/mr)/(1 + 1/(md * mr) + 1/md + 1/mr)}

 

where mr and md are the measured ratios for the common peptides in the direct and reverse-labeled samples.

 

The proline conversion error function is defined as follows:

 

2) log(measured ratio)  log(real ratio) + n*log(1-RP)

where:           n = number of prolines

                                    RP = Arg/Pro conversion rate

 

In order to determine the conversion probability, one must group the observed peptides based on their number of prolines, 'n' (e.g., 1 proline residue, 2 proline
residues, etc.).  If no conversion issues are present, then the average ratios between these groups should be highly similar and no correction is required.  If, on
the other hand, the average ratios differ between the different groups, then this implies that the average ratios depend on the number of proline residues in the
peptides, and a correction is required.  The conversion probability can be calculated by plotting the log2 of the average ratios for the different 'n' datasets and
calculating the slope between the different data points (Supplementary Fig. 13B).  The final conversion probability 'RP' then equals: RP = 1-2slope.

 

The mathematical functions underlying the proline conversion errors are linear (Fig. 3C), whereas the SILAC labeling errors can only be modeled using a
non-linear function (Fig. 3B).  Due to the presence of non-linearity, it is critical to determine and apply the corrections in the appropriate order.  From our
analysis, we have determined that the corrections should be applied in the reverse order of when their respective errors are introduced in the quantitation
process: Correction 1 (labeling deficiencies) should precede correction 2 (arginine-to-proline conversion issues) as the 'heavy' proline peptides are lost during
identification of the peptides and the labeling-deficient peptide errors are introduced in the subsequent step of quantitation. 

 

Other computational approaches have been proposed to help solve these issues[4, 5] but as far as we know, our approach is the first to simultaneously correct
both issues with one formula.  These examples by no means exhaust the possible systematic errors that might appear in MS-based quantitation (as another
example - the natural isotopic distribution of a large 'light' peptide that `spills` into the measured `heavy` mass window), but they demonstrate the statistical
power of deploying CoreFlow in large-scale quantitative proteomics studies.
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Analysis report for: `Simulation of the imperfect labeling incorporation`

library("latticeExtra")

## Loading required package: RColorBrewer

## Loading required package: lattice

##### simulate incorporation efficiency
total.pept=200 # the number of peptides measured (small, only to simplify plots)

poiss.lambda.KR=0.8 # this is for the number of KR, 
## from our experience number of K,R amino acids is distributed
## approx. Poissaon

log2.ratio.sd=4 # an usual stadev for the distribution of log2 ratio (assumed Gaussian)
log2.ratio.true=rnorm(total.pept,m=0,s=log2.ratio.sd)
df<-data.frame()

for(incorp.eff in c(1,0.99,0.98,0.95,0.9)){
log2.ratio.true=rnorm(total.pept,m=0,s=log2.ratio.sd)
nmb.KR =rpois(total.pept,poiss.lambda.KR)+1 # always have at least 1
df<-rbind(df
,data.frame(pept.id =1:total.pept
,nmb.KR =nmb.KR
,log2.ratio.true=log2.ratio.true
,log2.ratio.meas=log(incorp.eff/(1/(2^log2.ratio.true) + 1 - incorp.eff),2)
# if we consider also that some of the peptides have more than 1 K,R
,log2.ratio.meas.KR=log(incorp.eff^nmb.KR/(1/(2^log2.ratio.true) + 1 - incorp.eff^nmb.KR ),2)
,incorp.eff =incorp.eff
)
)
}

df<-df[order(df$incorp.eff,df$log2.ratio.true),]
### simply plot the log2 ratio measured (affected by different incorporation efficiencies)
xyplot(2^log2.ratio.meas~2^log2.ratio.true,groups=incorp.eff, data=df
,xlim=c(0,100), ylim=c(0,100), xlab='True Ratio', ylab='Measured Ratio'
,grid=TRUE,auto.key=list(columns=5), type=c('b'), cex=0.6,lwd=2.5 )
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Simulation of Arginine to Proline conversion effect

For a typical situation: log2(TrueRatio) distribution: Normal mean=0 stdev=5 Distribution of number of prolines as below (exponential decay in
log(nmb prol) Distribution of peptides with a given proline content: uniform in the log2(Ratio) range
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### this is the typical distribution of the number of prolines (experimental)
prol.distrib<-matrix(c(
0 ,5133
,1 ,2573
,2 ,830
,3 ,229
,4 ,77
,5 ,43
,6 ,14
,7 ,16
,8 ,5
,10 ,1
,11 ,1
,12 ,1
,13 ,1), ncol=2,byrow=TRUE)
colnames(prol.distrib)<-c('Nmb.Prol', 'Nmb.Cases')

#####
total.pept<-sum(prol.distrib[,'Nmb.Cases'])/10

log2.ratio.sd=5 ## stdev of the usual distribution (Gaussian) of the log2 ratios
poiss.lambda=0.6 ## can be derived easily form some experimental data as above
nmb.prol =rpois(total.pept,poiss.lambda)
log2.ratio.true=rnorm(total.pept,m=0,s=log2.ratio.sd)
df<-data.frame()

for(conv.rate in c(0,0.1,0.2,0.4)){ ### we simulate for different converstion rates of R->P
nmb.prol =rpois(total.pept,poiss.lambda)
log2.ratio.true=rnorm(total.pept,m=0,s=log2.ratio.sd)
df<-rbind(df
,data.frame(pept.id =1:total.pept
,nmb.prol =nmb.prol
,log2.ratio.true=log2.ratio.true
,log2.ratio.meas=log((2^log2.ratio.true)*((1-conv.rate)^nmb.prol),2)
,conv.rate =conv.rate
)
)
}

df<-df[order(df$log2.ratio.true,df$nmb.prol),]
crt.conv=0.1 # we pick one of the best cases (very small conversion rate - typical )

xyplot(2^log2.ratio.meas~2^log2.ratio.true,groups=paste('# Prol:',nmb.prol), data=df[df$conv.rate
== crt.conv & df$nmb.prol<=3,]
,xlim=c(0,5), ylim=c(0,5), xlab='True Ratio', ylab='Measured Ratio'
,grid=TRUE,auto.key=list(columns=5), type=c('b'), cex=0.6,lwd=2.5
)
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Analysis report for: `Shc1 binder trends upon EGF stimulation`

[Wiki 949]

Obtaining the EGF stimulated gene trends binding Shc1
Shc1 is an adapter protein. The study uses mouse embryonic fibroblast cells. The experiment pulls down SHC1 with its binding partners at different EGF stimulation time points.

The quantitation is estimated using Mass Spectrometry Multiple Reaction Monitoring. The measured value is the XIC (Extracted Ion Chromatogram)

Each time point is measured in 2 replicas.

The first task (#1 in CoreFlow same Thread) performs a normalization to the level of the Shc1 bait in each sample. The peptides and ion fragments have been selected to have reasonable high intensity and be
realtively free of possible post translational modifications.

This task uses normalized factors obtained in the previous step and performs a re-scaling of all data. Thus, for each gene and peptide fragment, the set of XIC values across all time points and replicas has an
average value. All these average values are overlaid together in order to concentrate only on trends across time. Furthermore the trends are scaled in the same range from 0 to a maximum 0f 100%.

The genes are then grouped together by a clustering algorithm (not included in this script).

[Provenance 949]

1

22.1

Read the raw Extracted Ion Current (XIC) of peptides not modified

connMSmap <- url("http://killarney.mshri.on.ca/cgi-bin/TestLab/CoreFlow
/R/api_runDBscript.php?Custom_Analysis_Id=949") # item #1
df.0 <- read.delim(connMSmap, header = TRUE, stringsAsFactors = F)
str(df.0)
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## 'data.frame': 220 obs. of 36 variables:
## $ gene : chr "Sos1" "Sos1" "Sos1" "Sos1" ...
## $ peptide : chr "DGNSVISAK" "DGNSVISAK" "TEEGNPVLR" "TEEGNPVLR" ...
## $ fragment : chr "2y5 (519.3 / 565.3)" "2y7 (519.3 / 751.4)" "2y5 (572.3 / 613.4)" "2y8 (572.3
/ 913.5)" ...
## $ gene.peptide : chr "Sos1-DGNSVISAK" "Sos1-DGNSVISAK" "Sos1-TEEGNPVLR" "Sos1-TEEGNPVLR" ...
## $ t.0...repl..1 : num 4390 3070 1000 788 692 1260 673 126 330 1320 ...
## $ t.0...repl..2 : num 1740 2940 555 404 270 534 320 442 938 1900 ...
## $ t.0.33...repl..1: num 348000 169000 523000 598000 728000 239000 966000 462000 413000 424000
...
## $ t.0.33...repl..2: num 268000 128000 372000 431000 637000 206000 850000 392000 497000 519000
...
## $ t.0.67...repl..1: num 211000 106000 344000 377000 497000 165000 743000 343000 286000 292000
...
## $ t.0.67...repl..2: num 183000 85600 258000 289000 482000 159000 619000 293000 341000 358000
...
## $ t.1...repl..1 : num 658000 318000 950000 1040000 1620000 533000 2120000 1000000 931000 971000
...
## $ t.1...repl..2 : num 634000 301000 901000 982000 1630000 530000 1860000 913000 1160000 1180000
...
## $ t.2...repl..1 : num 611000 295000 863000 957000 1430000 473000 1640000 783000 944000 998000
...
## $ t.2...repl..2 : num 430000 197000 572000 660000 989000 329000 1260000 607000 713000 719000
...
## $ t.3...repl..1 : num 97800 45900 146000 169000 233000 77800 330000 155000 157000 162000 ...
## $ t.3...repl..2 : num 92900 40500 132000 147000 235000 75500 319000 143000 157000 159000 ...
## $ t.4...repl..1 : num 78800 35800 112000 124000 178000 58500 275000 130000 118000 129000 ...
## $ t.4...repl..2 : num 71200 38000 108000 118000 180000 56800 279000 137000 119000 123000 ...
## $ t.5...repl..1 : num 142000 72500 232000 255000 323000 108000 525000 241000 222000 238000 ...
## $ t.5...repl..2 : num 196000 98100 233000 253000 451000 146000 765000 358000 293000 300000 ...
## $ t.7...repl..1 : num 24300 11900 32900 36100 55600 19100 127000 61400 35000 42300 ...
## $ t.7...repl..2 : num 29100 14200 35600 42100 85000 29500 157000 74900 68400 70100 ...
## $ t.10...repl..1 : num 25000 12000 33800 37300 56300 18700 131000 61400 32100 34600 ...
## $ t.10...repl..2 : num 30200 14200 33300 38000 99000 33000 175000 82800 59300 70900 ...
## $ t.15...repl..1 : num 32800 18900 51700 55300 78200 28000 182000 87400 47700 47100 ...
## $ t.15...repl..2 : num 39600 20000 51100 57000 118000 39800 226000 107000 91800 87600 ...
## $ t.20...repl..1 : num 34100 16300 45500 46700 70300 23400 160000 77800 49300 49300 ...
## $ t.20...repl..2 : num 48600 25000 53100 59100 150000 48700 276000 134000 88000 86600 ...
## $ t.30...repl..1 : num 17800 10700 27100 29700 44600 11900 115000 50700 31700 34200 ...
## $ t.30...repl..2 : num 29600 16900 37900 44300 103000 35500 198000 97000 61400 61900 ...
## $ t.45...repl..1 : num 3560 540 3410 4550 6020 1990 18800 9810 4150 5020 ...
## $ t.45...repl..2 : num 3430 2910 4240 4400 12900 3970 32700 13700 4660 7640 ...
## $ t.60...repl..1 : num 6560 2440 6210 7300 13200 3530 32600 16200 5940 10700 ...
## $ t.60...repl..2 : num 10500 5760 10200 11400 23900 7610 59700 27900 15200 15900 ...
## $ t.90...repl..1 : num 1100 1300 2300 2410 3970 1220 9000 5430 1630 2500 ...
## $ t.90...repl..2 : num 1140 878 1010 1510 4370 1960 10300 4690 569 2560 ...

Read the normalizing factors obtained in CoreFlow item #0.1 (same Thread)

connMSmap <- url("http://killarney.mshri.on.ca/cgi-bin/TestLab/CoreFlow
/R/api_getAttachment.pl?Custom_Analysis_Result_Id=57") # item #1
df.nf <- read.delim(connMSmap, header = TRUE, stringsAsFactors = F)
# create a named vector for normalizing coefficients lookup
log10.norm.coef <- df.nf$log10.xic.factor
names(log10.norm.coef) <- df.nf$time.run
str(log10.norm.coef)

## Named num [1:32] 7.7 7.63 7.62 7.64 7.39 ...
## - attr(*, "names")= chr [1:32] "t.0...repl..1" "t.0...repl..2" "t.0.33...repl..1"
"t.0.33...repl..2" ...

Load the library for plottings and create a generic function to drop missing levels from factors

library("latticeExtra")

drop.levels <- function(dat) {
dat[] <- lapply(dat, function(x) x[, drop = TRUE])
return(dat)
}
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Scale data using normalized XIC; average on each gene and time point

run.columns <- 5:dim(df.0)[2] # the columns that have the MS runs

df.time <- data.frame() # Create a `vertical` data frame where gene, time, replica ... are factors
for (r in run.columns) {
time.run = colnames(df.0)[r]
df.time <- rbind(df.time, data.frame(sample.name = with(df.0, paste(gene.peptide,
fragment)), gene = df.0$gene, peptide = df.0$peptide, gene.peptide = df.0$gene.peptide,
fragment = df.0$fragment, replica = sub("^.+repl", "repl", time.run),
time = sub("...repl.+$", "", time.run), time.numeric = as.numeric(sub("t.",
"", sub("...repl.+$", "", time.run))), time.run = time.run, xic = df.0[,
r], xic.norm = df.0[, r]/(10^log10.norm.coef[time.run]), stringsAsFactors = FALSE))
}
str(df.time)

## 'data.frame': 7040 obs. of 11 variables:
## $ sample.name : chr "Sos1-DGNSVISAK 2y5 (519.3 / 565.3)" "Sos1-DGNSVISAK 2y7 (519.3 / 751.4)"
"Sos1-TEEGNPVLR 2y5 (572.3 / 613.4)" "Sos1-TEEGNPVLR 2y8 (572.3 / 913.5)" ...
## $ gene : chr "Sos1" "Sos1" "Sos1" "Sos1" ...
## $ peptide : chr "DGNSVISAK" "DGNSVISAK" "TEEGNPVLR" "TEEGNPVLR" ...
## $ gene.peptide: chr "Sos1-DGNSVISAK" "Sos1-DGNSVISAK" "Sos1-TEEGNPVLR" "Sos1-TEEGNPVLR" ...
## $ fragment : chr "2y5 (519.3 / 565.3)" "2y7 (519.3 / 751.4)" "2y5 (572.3 / 613.4)" "2y8 (572.3
/ 913.5)" ...
## $ replica : chr "repl..1" "repl..1" "repl..1" "repl..1" ...
## $ time : chr "t.0" "t.0" "t.0" "t.0" ...
## $ time.numeric: num 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...
## $ time.run : chr "t.0...repl..1" "t.0...repl..1" "t.0...repl..1" "t.0...repl..1" ...
## $ xic : num 4390 3070 1000 788 692 1260 673 126 330 1320 ...
## $ xic.norm : num 8.86e-05 6.19e-05 2.02e-05 1.59e-05 1.40e-05 ...

sample.profile.avg <- tapply(df.time$xic.norm, list(df.time$time.numeric, df.time$sample.name),
mean) ### this generates the mean on replica (i.e. (Repl.1+Repl.2)/2 for each sample fragment)

xic.norm.time.avg <- sapply(1:length(df.time$xic.norm), function(i) {
t <- as.character(df.time$time.numeric[i])
s.n <- as.character(df.time$sample.name[i])
sample.profile.avg[t, s.n]
})
### simply add this average to our data frame
df.time <- data.frame(df.time, xic.norm.scaled = xic.norm.time.avg)
str(df.time)

## 'data.frame': 7040 obs. of 12 variables:
## $ sample.name : chr "Sos1-DGNSVISAK 2y5 (519.3 / 565.3)" "Sos1-DGNSVISAK 2y7 (519.3 / 751.4)"
"Sos1-TEEGNPVLR 2y5 (572.3 / 613.4)" "Sos1-TEEGNPVLR 2y8 (572.3 / 913.5)" ...
## $ gene : chr "Sos1" "Sos1" "Sos1" "Sos1" ...
## $ peptide : chr "DGNSVISAK" "DGNSVISAK" "TEEGNPVLR" "TEEGNPVLR" ...
## $ gene.peptide : chr "Sos1-DGNSVISAK" "Sos1-DGNSVISAK" "Sos1-TEEGNPVLR" "Sos1-TEEGNPVLR" ...
## $ fragment : chr "2y5 (519.3 / 565.3)" "2y7 (519.3 / 751.4)" "2y5 (572.3 / 613.4)" "2y8 (572.3
/ 913.5)" ...
## $ replica : chr "repl..1" "repl..1" "repl..1" "repl..1" ...
## $ time : chr "t.0" "t.0" "t.0" "t.0" ...
## $ time.numeric : num 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...
## $ time.run : chr "t.0...repl..1" "t.0...repl..1" "t.0...repl..1" "t.0...repl..1" ...
## $ xic : num 4390 3070 1000 788 692 1260 673 126 330 1320 ...
## $ xic.norm : num 8.86e-05 6.19e-05 2.02e-05 1.59e-05 1.40e-05 ...
## $ xic.norm.scaled: num 6.48e-05 6.57e-05 1.66e-05 1.27e-05 1.02e-05 ...

The genes have been ordered elsewhere (see cited Zheng et al. Nature 2013 paper) using a clustering method. Here is only the
clusters of genes (=groups) and some assigned color for each group
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gene.order<-c(
'CblB','Sos1', 'Sos2','EGFR','ErbB2','ErbB3','Gab2','Gab1','PTPN11','Grb2','Errfi-1'

,'PI3K-p110a','PI3K-p85a','PI3K-p85b','Lrrk1','FAM59A','ArhGEF5'

,'PTPN12','SHIP2','AP2s1','AP2a2'

,'Dab2IP','Sgk269','PPP1ca','PPP1cg','ASAP1','ASAP2','Sgk223'

,'Shcbp1'

)

my.colors<-c('black'
,rep('grey',7)
,rep('darkorange',4)
,rep('green',6)
,rep('darkgreen',11))
names(my.colors)<-rev(gene.order)

my.groups<-c('Shcbp1'
,rep('PPP1..',7)
,rep('SHIP2,...',4)
,rep('PI3K...',6)
,rep('EGFR,...',11))
names(my.groups)<-rev(gene.order)

We want to overlay the median response of each sample fragment

xdata <- tapply(df.time$xic.norm.scaled, list(df.time$gene, df.time$time.numeric),
mean, na.rm = T)

We scale in the range 0 to 100% each of the signals

max.per.row <- apply(xdata, 1, max) # calculate max signal on each sample fragment
xdata.scaled <- xdata/max.per.row * 100

df <- data.frame(stringsAsFactors = FALSE)
for (i in 1:dim(xdata.scaled)[1]) {
df <- rbind(df, data.frame(response = xdata.scaled[i, ], time = colnames(xdata.scaled),
time.num = as.numeric(colnames(xdata.scaled)), cluster = my.groups[rownames(xdata.scaled)[i]],
gene = rownames(xdata.scaled)[i], stringsAsFactors = FALSE))
}

Focus only on the 3 most important of the groups of clustered proteins and plot the gene trends and the smooth approximation of
the mean trend per group
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# pdf('Shc1_some_clusters_v2.pdf',width=6,height=3) # capture result in a
# pdf file

df <- drop.levels(df[df$cluster %in% c("SHIP2,...", "PI3K...", "PPP1.."), ])
df$cluster <- sub("PI3K...", "Group 1", sub("PPP1..", "Group 2", sub("SHIP2,...",
"Group 3", df$cluster)))
df$time <- as.character(sapply(df$time.num, function(x) round(as.numeric(x),
2)))
plot(dotplot(response ~ factor(time, levels = sort(unique(time.num))) | cluster,
groups = cluster, data = df # ignore for now the Shcbp1 and Egfr
,
scales = list(x = list(cex = 0.7, rot = 90)), type = "b", cex = 0.25, pch = 19,
lwd = 0.25, layout = c(3, 1), xlab = "EGF stimulation time (min)", aspect = 1/1,
panel = panel.superpose, panel.groups = function(x, y, ..., lwd = lwd, col = col,
group.number, subscripts) {
clust = unique(df$cluster[subscripts])
df.c <- df[df$cluster == clust, ]
panel.abline(h = seq(0, 200, 10), v = seq(0, 100, 1), lwd = 0.5, col = "lightgrey")
if (group.number == 4) {
panel.loess(factor(df.c$time, levels = df.c$time.num), degree = 2,
span = 0.25, df.c$response, lwd = 10, col = "lightgrey")
} else {
panel.loess(factor(df.c$time, levels = df.c$time.num), degree = 2,
span = 0.35, df.c$response, lwd = 10, col = "lightgrey")
}
for (g.id in 1:length(unique(df.c$gene))) {
g = unique(df.c$gene)[g.id]
df.c.g <- df.c[df.c$gene == g, ]
panel.xyplot(1:length(df.c.g$time.num), df.c.g$response[order(df.c.g$time.num)],
...)
panel.text(7, g.id * 5, g, cex = 0.6)
}
}, main = "Clusters of similar response proteins"))

# dev.off() # save and close pdf file
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(A)

(B) Variation of median log2(ratio) to the number of prolines per peptide
 (Simulated data)
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Supplementary Figure 13. Simulations to demonstrate the estimation of labeling efficiency and arginine-to-proline 
conversion rate. (A) By analyzing the density plots for the reverse-labeled cell line data (in ‘direct’ - cell line A is ‘heavy’ 
and cell line B is ‘light’, and in ‘reverse’ - the labels are switched), label incorporation efficiencies ‘e’ can be estimated using 
pre-loaded scripts in the CoreFlow package (described in Supplemental Text), which can subsequently be used to correct 
individual peptide ratios. (B) By comparing the mean ratios of the peptide distributions representing the different ‘n’ 
(number of proline residues per peptide) subsets, it can be investigated whether proline conversion issues are present. 
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